Rising Frenzy

Men of Myth: Book Two Heartbroken,
angry, and hurting, warlock Finn de
Morisco feels darkness growing inside,
altering every aspect of his life. There are
moments when the man he used to be
seems to have been devoured completely.
Retreating from his family and everything
he once held dear, Finn attempts to escape
the despair left in the wake of Bretts
rejection?only to find dangers he never
knew existed.
Still struggling with the
decision to leave everything he knew
behind, Brett Wright is swept into a
maelstrom as he searches for his place
within his newly discovered family. Life
beneath the surface of the ocean should
have been unlike anything hes ever known,
yet prejudice over his demon ancestry and
homosexuality follows him. Even the
existence he begins to build may not last as
those he is learning to love face extinction.
2nd Edition
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